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Introduction: Children and adolescents with Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) 
usually fail to understand spatial awareness and motor timing. The present study assessed 
Rhythmic Auditory Stimulations (RAS) and Simple Auditory Stimulations (SAS) to facilitate 
the learning of timing in sequential motor task and recorded the results of their relative and 
absolute timing errors. 

Materials and Methods: 56 male students aged 9-12 years with DCD in Neyshabur city 
were selected by diagnosing with the following tools: Teacher Motor Inventory, Parental 
Developmental Coordination Disorder Questionnaire, Movement Assessment Battery for 
Children-Second (MABC-2 movement test), spatial-visual memory assessment, intelligence 
assessment, RT test, and biopsychological health status evaluation. Then, they were divided 
into RAS, SAS, control group 1 (visual), and control group 2. Moreover, a pretest score was 
performed. Next, the training protocol was presented in 10 blocks of 5 attempts and the 
acquisition test was performed. Finally, the retention and transfer tests were performed after 
48 hours and 10 minutes, respectively. 

Results: Based on the obtained results, a significant difference was observed between 
the visual stimulation group and the RAS and SAS groups in relative and absolute timing 
components (P≤0.05). However, no significant difference was reported between the rhythmic, 
SAS, and visual-auditory stimulation groups in relative and absolute timing variables (P˃0.05).

Conclusion: Finally, no significant difference was observed between the RAS and simple 
stimulations although the graphs displayed the effect of the first stimulation more than that 
of the second one.
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Introduction

hildren and adolescents with Devel-
opmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) 
usually encounter motor problems and 
act poorer, compared to their healthy 
counterparts respecting motor skills, de-
spite their relatively normal appearance 

[1]. DCD, as a chronic neurological disorder, affects more 
than 6% to 7% of school children with motor learning def-
icits and behavioral coordination disorders [2]. Further-
more, children with DCD require further time to respond 
to visual signals [3]. Children with DCD fail to understand 
spatial awareness and motor timing and are less involved 
in sports and motor activities [1]. Further, children with 
DCD present a special internal model which affects their 
ability to move concerning time sequence. 

According to some researchers, these problems are 
due to the lack of production or monitoring of the in-
ternal models of action, i.e., called the Internal Model-
ing Deficit (IMD) hypothesis [3, 4]. Based on this model, 
the stability of the motor system with a sudden change 
fails to provide the means for facilitating sensory feed-
back [5], leading to a delay in the response of the mo-
tor pattern [6]. Wilson et al. reported that IMD can be 
positively affected by rhythmic coordination exercises 
and timing tasks [7]. The sequence of timing in perform-
ing regular tasks requires the integration of the motor 
cortex, leading to incomplete functions due to lack of 
bilateral coordination between the cerebral cortex, and 
the cerebellum of individuals with DCD [8]. 

Some studies indicated that continuous timing exer-
cises lead to more activation of the motor cortex in an 
individual with DCD [6, 9]. Defects in timing perception 
are probably a major feature among children with DCD. 
Moreover, the ability of perceptual timing is a prereq-
uisite for controlling their coordination, which seems 
necessary [2]. However, some studies emphasize the 
improvement of performance and learning of timing 
tasks in children with DCD; accordingly, timing can be 
taught to these children with different protocols [6, 10]. 
Thus, some researchers aim to improve learning timing 
in children and adolescents with DCD by following dif-
ferent protocols and regard the interference of audito-
ry stimulations as one of their executive protocols due 
to the special characteristics of the human auditory sys-
tem. This is because the auditory system is very sensi-
tive to time intervals in music and speech. Furthermore, 
auditory stimulation activates the motor system in the 
brain even without instructions. Therefore, auditory 

timing training may be a useful strategy, which can help 
improve the motor function of individuals with DCD [2]. 

Based on the evidence, rhythm perception is active in 
auditory cells and the forehead, Supplementary Motor 
Area (SMA), basal ganglia, and cerebellum. Accordingly, 
special circuits in domestic production play a signifi-
cant role in representing the audio beat structure. Ad-
ditionally, the cerebellum is involved in the precise and 
complex encoding of sequences, rapid timing features, 
and duration [11]. Patel and Iversen indicated that SMA 
plays an essential role in distance timing. It is considered 
as the main area in perceiving the rhythm-based time 
using Action Simulation for Auditory Prediction (ASAP) 
hypothesis [12]. This auditory beat can be useful for co-
ordination in IMD. Besides, it is regarded as a defect in 
inverse and forward models stemming from comparing 
the predicted and real results [2]. Based on other stud-
ies, receiving rhythmic temporal information is vaguely 
related to active auditory involvement [13]. Coordinat-
ing with auditory stimulations over visual ones continu-
ously activates the putamen, i.e., a key for metronome 
and audio beat [14]. 

The present study aimed to examine whether adding 
audio beat protocol helps learning timing tasks for chil-
dren with DCD, or whether the type of auditory stimula-
tion including rhythmic and simple affects this learning.

The basis of count or beat is considered as the speed 
and rhythm of sound. Moreover, it is the measure of 
the structural order of each auditory rhythm. Patel and 
Iversen investigated patients with autism by playing 
rhythmic music in the laboratory; subsequently, these 
scholars found that they improved during the step of 
12%, walking speed of 25%, and step speed of 10% [13]. 
Based on the Neural Resonance theory, to perceive au-
ditory beat, the nervous system draws nonlinear oscil-
lations to match the external auditory stimulation [13]. 
Normally, human beings can perceive and coordinate 
most pieces of music between 120 BPM and 150 BPM; 
thus, information is easily processed. 

However, Kral believed that attention energy includes 
better processing ease when waiting for a beat than for 
non-listening time [15]. Perceiving the auditory beat is 
designed in the brain based on the simulation of period-
ic action in the programming areas of the brain and the 
two-way signals of these areas with the auditory ones. 
The Purified Perception of the auditory beat, such as lis-
tening in the absence of obvious movement strongly in-
volves the motor system including the pre-motor cortex, 
the basal ganglia, and the SMA. In other words, there 

C
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is a strong relationship between perceiving the auditory 
rhythmic element and the various motor functions in the 
brain [16]. The results of brain functional Magnetic Res-
onance Imaging (fMRI) in children with DCD indicated 
a significant difference in patterns of brain activity with 
other children, especially in the attentional and motor 
networks. Thus, a new approach should be developed to 
facilitate the learning of the tasks due to defects in the 
timing sensor and auditory perception [2]. In addition, 
Edwards argued that using rhythmic auditory stimula-
tion is regarded as a simplification in the learning pro-
cess [17]. The present study aimed to explore whether 
this simplification can be equally effective for children 
with DCD and whether it is possible to change the learn-
ing timing tasks among these children by adding simple 
and rhythmic auditory stimulations.

Materials and Methods

The study population included all elementary school 
students in Neyshabur City, Iran, who were divided into 
Rhythmic Auditory Stimulation (RAS), Simple Auditory 
Stimulation (SAS), control group 1, and control group 2, 
after screening based on the research objectives. The 
study subjects included 56 right-handed (defined by Ed-
inburgh Inventory test) male students aged 9-12 years, 
who were diagnosed with DCDQ-7. Using G*power 
3.1.9.2 software at P<0.05, the confidence level of 90%, 
and effect size of 0.15, despite having normal vision, 
hearing, and intelligence [18]. 

The children with DCD attended more than 35 boys’ 
elementary schools, including governmental and non-
governmental, i.e., randomly selected in coordination 
with Neyshabur Education Department. Then, the 
PMOQ-T form was completed by >210 teachers for 
6100 students and those suspected of behavioral move-
ments related to DCD were identified. Next, the signed 
informed consent form was obtained and the DCDQ 
form was completed by the students’ parents. Then, 
Wechsler’s visual-spatial memory and intelligence tests 
for children (scores above 85) were performed by two 
prominent psychologists in Neyshabur. The inclusion 
and exclusion criteria of the study were modified when 
a student was diagnosed with other disorders, such as 
hyperactivity, autism, and a problem was recorded in 
the school health records (12 cases). Then, the students 
suspected of DCD were identified by the MABC-2 move-
ment test; finally, 56 volunteers with DCD were invited 
to participate in the research [19, 20]. Next, the RT test, 
including visual, auditory, and tactile reaction time was 
performed by all participating students who were divid-
ed into 4 groups of 14 subjects. 

The study subjects participated in the pretest; they 
were requested to touch the keys 1, 2, 3, and 4 based on 
the pattern provided by the specified time on the tablet 
monitor with a 12-inch screen to measure the sequential 
timing. The task was initially explained to the study sub-
jects. Moreover, they conducted 5-10 repetitions to get 
acquainted with the test. The timer software designed by 
the researcher was similar to the one used by Ferguson 
et al. with changes in the shape of the keys, i.e., designed 
on the tablet (touch) where the screen touch provided a 
pattern of timing. The subject started the task by lifting 
their finger from the number one key and pressed the 
next keys with the specified timing. The information was 
recorded by touching the number 4 key. The collected 
results indicated that children with DCD act poorer and 
encounter challenges at a higher time intersection due 
to changing the brain processing system [2, 19]. 

Like Blais et al.’s task, the timing of this task was set 
with a slight change and with time sequences of 1500, 
1500, 400, and 400 m/s for keys 1 to 4 and time se-
quences of 150, 150, and 100 m/s for key distances 1 to 
2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4. To calculate the time, the subjects 
should have lifted their fingers upon touching the start 
key and observing the pattern. Then, they should have 
touched the keys 1, 2, 3, and 4 based on the specified 
time. One attempt ended by touching key 4. In the next 
step, the time stopped and the relative and absolute 
timing errors were recorded. Two sections of 5 attempts 
including warm-up and main run were presented for 
each test. Subsequently, the executive protocol was 
started and each of the 4 groups practiced in 10 blocks 
of 5 attempts; the auditory stimulation group concur-
rently received its accepted pattern with visual observ-
ing with the rhythmic auditory beat (140 BPM propor-
tional & continuous). 

The SAS group received and practiced the sound of 
“continuous beep” as a presentation in addition to 
observing vision [20]. Control group 1 was the only 
recipient of the simple visual pattern. Control group 2 
performed no exercise. Moreover, the other subjects 
spent time as usual under the supervision of instructors 
during the training. Consequently, all the subjects par-
ticipated in the acquisition test with the same quality 
as the pre-test. Furthermore, the retention and transfer 
tests were performed 48 hours and 10 minutes later, 
respectively, with change in the specified times (1650, 
1450, 200, & 200 with sequences of 200, 150, & 200 
between the keys). Finally, the study subjects’ relative 
and absolute error percentages were recorded.
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The obtained data were analyzed by SPSS. All exam-
ined variables were reported using descriptive statistics, 
such as mean and standard deviation. Shapiro-Wilk’s 
test was used for assessing the normality of data. The 
Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was used to com-
pare the relative and absolute timings of the rhythmic 
and simple auditory stimulation groups, as well as the 
control groups 1 (visual) and 2 in the acquisition test. 
Additionally, one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
was used to compare the relative timing of rhythmic 
and simple auditory stimulation groups, as well as the 
control groups 1 (visual) and 2 in retention and transfer 
tests. The significance level was set at P<0.05.

Results 

Table 1 indicates the descriptive information (mean & 
standard deviation) related to the individual character-
istics of the subjects by the study groups.

As illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, the changes in the rel-
ative timing variable (error percentage) of a sequential 
motor task in the RSA group from pretest to retention 
test followed a decreasing trend and slightly increased 
in the transfer test. However, the changes in the transfer 

Figure 1. Instruments used for sequential timing tasks

Table 1. Descriptive statistics on the individual characteristics of the subjects

Variables Numbers
Mean±SD

Rhythmic Auditory 
Stimulation Simple Auditory Stimulation Visual Stimulation 

Group Control Group

Age 42 10.9±1.7 9.80±1.3 10.5±1.9 10.75±1.2

RT 42 0.475±1.2 0.463±1.1 0.483±1.7 0.466±1.5

Intelligence 
Quotient 42 97±1.5 99±1.2 95±1.6 97±1.4

Figure 2. Relative timing changes (error percentage) in the sequential motor task from pretest to transfer test in the study groups
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test remained lower than those of the pretest. A similar 
pattern was observed in the SAS group and the control 
group 2 from the pretest to the transfer test. However, 
the relative timing error percentage of the SAS group in 
the retention and transfer test was lower than that of 
the control group 2. The visual stimulation group (con-
trol 1) provided an interesting pattern from pretest to 
transfer test; the percentage of relative timing error of 
this group in the acquisition test was higher than that 
of the pretest. However, the error percentage decreases 
in the retention test were lower than that of all of the 
groups in the transfer test.

As illustrated in Figure 3, changes in the absolute tim-
ing variable (error) of a sequential motor task in the 
rhythmic auditory stimulation group from pretest to 
retention test adopted a decreasing trend and increase 
slightly in the transfer test. However, the changes in the 
transfer test remained lower than those of the pretest. 
A similar pattern was detected in the SAS group and the 
control group 2 from the pretest to the transfer test. 
However, the absolute timing error of the SAS Group in 
the acquisition, retention, and transfer tests was lower 

than that of the control group 2. The visual stimulation 
group (control 1) presented an interesting pattern from 
pretest to transfer test so that the absolute timing error 
of this group in the acquisition test was more than that 
of the pretest. However, the error was reduced in the 
retention test to the level of rhythmic and SAS groups 
and was lower than that of all of the groups in the trans-
fer test.

The relevant results indicated the normal distribution 
of data (P>0.05). Based on the relationship between the 
dependent (posttest scores) and independent (pretest 
scores) variables, by drawing the distribution diagram 
and the best fit line, there was a linear relationship be-
tween the dependent and independent variables in all 
research groups, indicating the hypothesis of linearity 
in the covariance test. The hypothesis related to the ho-
mogeneity of regression slopes for performing ANCOVA 
was established. This is because the interaction effect of 
the group and independent variable was not statistically 
significant (P=0.56). As per Table 2, the pretest effect, as 
a covariate (independent variable) in the absolute timing 
variables was not statistically significant (P>0.05). How-

Figure 3. Absolute timing changes (errors) in sequential motor tasks from pretest to transfer test

Table 2. ANCOVA data to compare the relative and absolute timings

Variables Resources Total Squares df Mean Squares F P Effect Size

Relative timing

Pretest effect 79.26 1 79.26 10.62 0.002* 0.17

Group 183.98 3 61.33 8.22 0.0001* 0.32

Error 380.46 51 7.46

Absolute timing

Pretest effect 1707.36 1 1707.36 0.27 0.6 0.005

Group 1214707.22 3 40492.40 65.63 0.0001* 0.79

Error 314621.20 1 6169.04

*P≤0.05
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ever, the pretest effect in the relative timing variable was 
statistically significant (P≤0.05). In addition, the effect of 
group in relative and absolute timing variables in the ac-
quisition test was statistically significant (P≤0.05).

Based on Table 2, the group effect in the acquisition 
test for the relative timing variable was statistically sig-
nificant. Therefore, the Bonferroni post hoc test was 
used to compare the two groups. The relevant results 
indicated a significant relationship between the rhyth-
mic auditory stimulation group and visual stimulation 
(P=0.001) and the control group (P=0.02). Furthermore, 
a significant relationship was reported between the SAS 
group and visual stimulation (P=0.002) in the relative 
timing variable. However, no significant difference was 
observed between the rhythmic auditory stimulation 
group and the SAS group (P˃0.05), the SAS group and 
the control group (P˃0.05), and the visual stimulation 
group and the control group (P˃0.05). Furthermore, the 
effect of the group in the acquisition test for the abso-
lute timing variable was statistically significant. Thus, 
the Bonferroni post hoc test was used to compare the 
two groups. Based on the obtained results, a significant 
difference was reported between the visual stimula-
tion group and the control group (P=0.0001), rhythmic 
auditory stimulation group (P=0.0001), simple auditory 

group (P=0.0001), as well as between the control group 
and SAS group (P=0.0001) in absolute timing. Besides, 
no significant difference was observed between the 
rhythmic auditory stimulation group, SAS group, and 
control group in absolute timing (P˃0.05).

The results indicated that the hypothesis related to 
the homogeneity of variance in the relative timing vari-
able was established in the retention and transfer tests 
(P=0.55; P=0.53); however, the hypothesis related to 
the homogeneity of variance in the absolute timing vari-
able was not established in the retention and transfer 
tests (P=0.001; P=0.001). Thus, the Welch and Brown-
Forsythe tests were used to examine the differences be-
tween the research groups.

As represented in Table 3, the between-group effects for 
the relative and absolute timing variables in the retention 
and transfer tests were statistically significant (P≤0.05).

As per Table 3, the between-group effects for the rela-
tive timing variables were significant in the retention 
and the transfer tests. Therefore, Tukey’s post hoc test 
was used to compare the two groups. In addition, a sig-
nificant difference was reported between the control 
group 2 and rhythmic and SAS groups (P=0.006; P=0.03), 

Table 3. Results of one-way ANOVA to compare the relative timing

Type of Test Resources Total Squares df Mean Squares F P

Retention test

Between groups 237.13 3 79.04 10.32 0.0001*

Within group 398.21 52 7.65

total 635.34 55

Transfer test

Between groups 328.91 3 109.63 8.05 0.0001*

Within group 707.95 52 13.61

total 1036.86 55

*P≤0.05

Table 4. Welch and Brown-Forsythe tests data to compare the absolute timing 

Variables Tests Statistics df 1 df 2 P

Retention test
Welch 18.19 3 27.03 0.0001*

Brown-Forsythe 37.5 4 27 0.0001*

Transfer test
Welch 36.8 3 27.08 0.0001*

Brown-Forsythe 22.04 3 23.2 0.0001*

*P≤0.05
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and the control group 1 (P=0.001) in the relative tim-
ing variable. However, no significant difference was ob-
served between the relative timing of the rhythmic and 
SAS groups and the visual stimulation one (P˃0.05).

As indicated in Table 4, the Welch and Brown-Forsythe 
tests were significant for the absolute timing variable in 
the retention and transfer tests (P≤0.05).

As presented in Table 4, the Welch and Brown-Forsythe 
tests were significant for the absolute timing variable in the 
retention and transfer tests. Thus, Tukey’s post hoc test was 
used to compare the two groups. Accordingly, a significant 
difference was observed between the control group 2 and 
rhythmic and simple auditory stimulation groups, and the 
visual stimulation group (P=0.0001) in the absolute timing 
variable. However, no significant difference was reported 
between the rhythmic and simple auditory stimulation 
groups, and visual stimulation groups (P˃0.05).

Discussion 

During the timing tasks, the concept of frequency se-
quence or implementation period can occur at latent 
levels of auditory perception; they allow the “brain to be 
aware of the map and scale in time parameters from flex-
ible positions” according to the exact reference distance. 
The profound effect of rhythm on the motor system in-
dicates that time is considered a vital element of musical 
communication in motor behaviors although the exact 
biological process of rhythmic coordination remains 
unclear. Some studies supported that different aspects 
of processing time information can be attributed to the 
neocortex, basal ganglia, cerebellum, and thalamus [21, 
22]. Based on the results, the rhythmic and simple audi-
tory stimulation groups, as well as the control group 1 
(visual stimulation) encountered declined relative tim-
ing error, indicating the facilitator effects of the auditory 
and visual stimulations in performing motor timing skills 
in the children with DCD; leading to rapid cerebellar in-
volvement to encode the sequences accurately, and pro-
duction of special circuits in the brain to represent the 
sequence structure of the chain timing [23]. 

Grube et al. (2010) reported that children with DCD 
act poorly in a visual rhythmic movement [23]. Accord-
ingly, they should move their finger in a timed rhythm 
without stability and continuity of coordinationMore-
over, he indicated that the auditory beat model can be 
useful for instant sensory-motor coordination to control 
actively [22]. Based on other evidence, perceiving the 
auditory timing and motor timing interact and form a 
specific pattern in the brain in each metronome-based 

period [23]. Based on the findings, training with rhyth-
mic auditory stimulation led to a relative reduction of 
error compared to the practice of other groups due to 
the smaller metronome continuity (beat) of the audito-
ry stimulation based on chain shocks. In addition, Maes 
et al. assessed two types of auditory stimulations called 
cohesive (continuous) and discrete (discontinuous) in a 
sequential task; they concluded that continuous audi-
tory information is unnecessary. 

It is regarded as an additional burden for working mem-
ory when the finger is removed from the keys to touch 
the next key. Therefore, the error of motor timing of 
continuous auditory stimulation was more than discrete 
auditory one [24]. Maes et al. used normal children in his 
study, while the subjects had DCD. Additionally, the type 
of auditory stimulation used in this study was different 
from the one applied in his study. This is because a rhyth-
mic auditory stimulation was used with a subtle auditory 
beat every 25 m/s and an original auditory beat in every 
50 m/s (so-called big drum). Besides, it can facilitate the 
subjects’ auditory perception since the brain uses a dis-
tance timer to generate rhythmic responses which can 
be existed differently (cyclically) at regular beats as a 
useful indicator and help judge temporal changes [25]. 
Gerritsen (2009) evaluated individuals with cerebellar 
disorders in motor planning and adaptation to the situa-
tion [26]. They argued that these patients require exter-
nal ear symptoms for motor coordination. 

Based on the findings, there may be a direct relation-
ship between auditory and motor structures for reha-
bilitation strategies in movement disorders. Further-
more, the temporal information can be useful for the 
motor system through the auditory system to extract 
functional change even in the presence of cerebellar 
injury. This is because the ability to coordinate remains 
intact, although the children with DCD usually represent 
a lack of coordination and movement timing over time. 
Thus, they coordinate with external signs, like auditory 
stimulation more accurately over time [27]. Moreover, 
the relative error between the rhythmic and simple au-
ditory stimulations was not significantly different; it may 
be due to the lack of working memory and cognitive in-
formation of children with DCD. 

The working memory is among the influential factors 
in the results considering the task time, i.e., more than 
one second. In addition, some studies indicated that 
timing at intervals of less than one second for children 
with DCD is primarily processed by subcortical networks, 
followed by basal ganglia and cerebellum; however, at 
intervals of more than one second, the processing relies 
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primarily on the motor cortex and then on other cogni-
tive functions, such as working memory, attention, and 
cognitive control [2]. In the present study, practicing the 
auditory beat coincided with presenting visual stimula-
tions. Besides, the visual pattern was presented in two 
groups with rhythmic and simple auditory stimulations. 
Regardless of the type of the stimulation, including vi-
sual and auditory, the number of regular and sequen-
tial intervals of stimulations (<500 m/s) more accurately 
affected timing processing, compared to their uniform 
presentation; even more close distances (vision) in a se-
quence help improve the system [28]. 

Generally, the brain recognizes auditory conditions 
more accurately than visual conditions [29]. In this 
study, the statistics related to the absolute timing er-
ror in control group 1 (visual stimulation) presented a 
significant effect, compared to the other groups. This 
is probably due to a greater number of close distances 
(vision) in a sequence, which help improve the system 
by giving more information to the memory [30]. Motor-
Visual coordination (performance) was better in con-
tinuous arrows; however, motor-auditory coordination 
was better in the discrete ones [14]. The auditory stimu-
lation groups were observed with greater absolute er-
ror in the transition phase. This was probably because 
the learning of the whole sequential chain is related to 
cognitive and memory problems; it generally decreases 
slightly, because children and adolescents with DCD un-
dergo working memory loss. Furthermore, the auditory 
stimulation before the transfer test represents a reduc-
tion in relative and absolute errors. 

Morillon and Baillet believed that paying attention to 
predicting auditory timing is regarded as the source of 
sequential motor tasks [13]. Thus, the main information 
provided by the motor system includes the sensory pro-
cessing of temporal content information like the audible 
beat intervals. Accordingly, the core of the motor system 
is based on supporting the timing and perceiving the 
time in presented stimulations [13]. However, Morillon 
and Baillet paid no attention to the type of stimulation 
and the lack of examining the quality and rhythm of the 
auditory stimulation was among the effective factors in 
analyzing the results. 

Blais et al. compared the audio-visual stimulations be-
tween healthy children and children with DCD. They de-
clared that the second group had relative learning in a 
rhythmic auditory rhythm, despite the weaker general 
performance. In addition, the accuracy and stability of a 
sensory-motor sequence increased with rhythmic auditory 
and visual stimulations in normal children and those with 

DCD. However, the children with DCD represented more 
errors when the auditory stimulation was removed [20]. 

Conclusion

Based on the present study results, the children and ad-
olescents with DCD resist change and their information 
processing speed in data transfer is slow. This is because 
motor learning problems, motor planning, adaptation 
to change, automation, sequence of movements, use of 
feedback, and prediction are considered as their obvious 
flaws. Additionally, internal modeling defects are evident 
among the children and adolescents with DCD, reflecting 
defects in inverse and forward models obtained for cor-
rection by comparing real and predicted results, which 
are poor in these children. Finally, there was no signifi-
cant difference between rhythmic and simple auditory 
stimulations, although it seems that the first stimulation 
affects more than the second one.

A limitation of this study was no specific test for musi-
cal aptitude (familiarity with rhythm and multiplication) 
for these students to be evaluated. This was undoubt-
edly influential in the results. Another limitation was the 
lack of measuring the effect of the rhythmic auditory 
pattern on the brain for scheduling the test. It could be 
considered in future research. Furthermore, it is sug-
gested that this type of task be evaluated with a rhyth-
mic auditory stimulus according to the type of stimulus 
musical instrument. This is because the effect of sound 
waves on the brain may be different. Moreover, it is sug-
gested that this test be performed by changing the size 
of the keys and monitor as well. This is because due to 
the delay in the sensory feedback of these students, the 
larger keys may lead to a more appropriate response.
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